
From: Clerks@vaughan.ca
To: Jacquelyn Gillis
Subject: FW: [External] Plan amendment files OP.22.002 and .22.005 -Weston road/7 condo units
Date: Thursday, November 17, 2022 11:20:38 AM

December PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Nino Cecatini < >
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 7:18 PM
To: Clerks@vaughan.ca
Subject: [External] Plan amendment files OP.22.002 and .22.005 -Weston road/7 condo units

Wow!
So the city planners actually think this massive condo development of 38 buildings will make Vaughan a better
place to live? It took almost 3 years to complete the road workalong this stretch of hwy 7 to accommodate the
traffic/ congestion in the last few years. Now the plan is to add another 38 building with no room left to move the
traffic .
I’ve lived at pine valley /7 for 38 years. We came here to raise our family in an area that offers everything from
greens space, shops and lots of space to get to these places. We had pride in saying we live in woodbridge, not
anymore. Not sure if anyone noticed but this violence ,shootings B&E has dramatically increases over last few
years. it takes me 20 min just to get to the 400 ramp! I cannot imagine trying to maneuver in that intersection safely
with even 10 more building let alone 38. And if the city thinks people don’t need cars they are fooling themselves.
This is probably the first time I am taking the time to write to the city because I have no confidence that the publics 
opinion matters, but I’m just so angry to hear of this massive proposal that it sickens me and most likely will drive
me and my family away from this area.
All those involved with this proposal need to get their head out of the sand and realize that Weston/7 of the near
future has become the new Jane and Finch.
Very disturbing

Nino Cecatini
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